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Yamanami Munemitsu

Yamanami Munemitsu is an NPC controlled by GM Demibear who appears in Banzai!!.

Yamanami Munemitsu

Species & Gender Minkan
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: Taii
Current Placement: Banzai!!

Physical Characteristics

Build and Skin Color: Munemitsu is a a tall Minkan with (#F5C1AE) colored skin.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Munemitsu's facial feature could be said to be bland. Though his crimson
red eyes add some attractiveness to it.

Hair color: Munemitsu has dark brown hair that he usually keeps short.

Distinguishing Features: None
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Personality

Munemitsu can be best described as an ambitious man take believes in sacrificing what is needed to
achieve greatness. He lacks the flirtiness and openness but is courteous when needed. It is better for
people to have a good opinion of you than one that is hostile. Hence why he presents the front of
altruism by donating extra portions of his salary towards the efforts at Tsubomi.

History & Relationships

Munemitsu was born in YE 32 as a mass-produced NH-29 named Yamanami Okita during the Second
Mishhuvurthyar War. Okita never quite felt comfortable in a female body or as wishing to be a
nekovalkyra. Thus when the order came to change to the updated Nekovalkyrja, Type 33, she opted to
change to a male Minkan body with a name change instead.

Munemitsu rose up the ranks rather quickly, with him gaining entrance to the Kyoto War College in YE 34
after serving as platoon lead when his human Shoi was killed in a training accident. Investigations
concluded that it was the Shoi's incompetence that led to the accident happening and Munemitsu was in
the right place to mitigate it. The Shoi was promptly removed from the Star Army of Yamatai. There were
allegations that Munemitsu was the actual mastermind of it all. But investigators were unable to find
anything concrete to it and the investigation was dismissed.

In YE 39 Munemitsu achieved the rank of Chui after graduating from the School of Advanced Infantry
Combat and sent to the 10th Standard Fleet in the Yugumo Cluster. In YE 42, Munemitsu was assigned to
command the 75th Legion's Giretsu Century when it was activated understrength. He was not particularly
happy with it, seeing as a step downwards in his career perspective. But for the time being, he bides his
time for something better.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Demibear on 2020/02/17 01:40.

(Put art credits if applicable)

Character Data
Character Name Yamanami Munemitsu
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Plots Banzai!!
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status KIA
SAOY Rank Taii
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Assignment Giretsu Century of the 75th Legion
SAOY Entry Year YE 38
DOR Year YE 41
SAOY Exit Year YE 41
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